
This is a short transcript from John Ensminger, Southern Nevada Water Authority, on the
CRWUA 2018 Lower Basin Panel. John is one of the smartest, most experienced and wittiest
people in the Seven States negotiations:

The Law of the River isn't carved on stone tablets.  Right... just since we sat up here last
year we've learned not to disincentivize the Upper Basin from putting water into Lake
Powell. Right, We're like The Law of the River says... you know blah, blah, blah....who
cares...they want to put water into Lake Powell.  Guess what, gravity works, eventually
it's coming to us.  (Laughter) We need to be flexible. (he grins)

Parts of the Law of the River are carved in Stone, all the parts that favor the Lower Basin states.
All the parts that defend the Upper Basin state’s compact use and entitlement seem to be cast
in sand, and are being blown away by the winds of political power and crisis.

I think Mr. Entsminger was mocking the UCRC, and especially James Eklund, for begging the
Lower Basin states to allow the UCRC to take water from Upper Basin water rights and send it
to Lake Powell to eventually be used to insure the Lower Basin states always have water

This section is the heart, soul and primary purpose of the Compact, to divide the Colorado River
equally between the Upper and Lower Basin.  The term “exclusive beneficial consumptive use”
is designed to prevent and discourage the Lower Basin from buying or taking the Upper Basins
7.5 million entitlement which is exactly what happened

● in 1968 when CAP was authorized
● in 2005 and 2007 when Arizona used litigation threats to drain Lake Powell
● in 2018 when Upper Basin Demand Management was introduced
● and again today by SCPP, DM and the Southern Nevada plan which is demanding

500,000 af of DROA and 500,000 af of Demand Management every year while Lake
Powell is below 3550.



Certain Hedge Funds May be a vehicle to Circumvent Article III(a) - Since hedge funds like
Water Asset Management don’t disclose their investors, it is possible affluent entities in the
Lower Basin are pouring money into WAM to buy out water in the Upper Basin and send it to the
Lower Basin.  If so they are circumventing and breaching Article III(a) and VIII.  To insure
compact compliance they should be required to disclose and divest Lower Basin investors.

Article IV(b) Concerns - Article IV(b) establishes Ag and Domestic use as the dominant and
priority uses for Compact water.  This program appears to be embarking on a path to invert
these priorities and make Domestic and Hydropower the dominant use for compact water and



Ag the subservient use

I’m here today to ask that a thorough, proper and impartial legal review be conducted of these
compact issues to explain and verify how it's suddenly OK to ignore these articles which are the
heart, soul and whole purpose of the Compact, to keep the Lower Basin from buying or
taking Upper Basin water and protect Ag use as a dominant purpose.   Ideally two teams
should conduct this review, one dedicated to each side of this issue.

How is it suddenly OK for the Department of Interior, water master for the Lower Basin, water
supplier to Southern Nevada and Central Arizona. to buy water from Upper Basin water rights
for the benefit of their customers,  junior users in the Lower Basin who are facing painful
shortages?  Its the same as SNWA and CAP buying Upper Basin water.

Don Schwindt once told me that in the original SCPP program Lower Basin cities were going to
fund Demand Management in the Upper Basin, they are actually listed in the contract.  He said
it was flagged as a violation of III(a) and the money may have been laundered through Denver
Water so they were technically buying the water and not Lower Basin cities.  I haven’t been able
to verify this

Section 603 - In 1968 Wayne Aspinall placed Section 603 in the Colorado Basin Project
Act(CRBPA) to protect the Upper Basin and Colorado water rights from over allocation and
overuse of the Colorado River in the Lower Basin caused by:

● removal of the Gila and tributaries from the Compact
● the 1945 Mexico Treaty
● construction of the Central Arizona Project

Colorado River Basin Project Act(1968)
https://www.varuna.io/LOTR/1968/crbproj.pdf

https://www.varuna.io/LOTR/1968/crbproj.pdf


“This  will  relieve  Arizona  of  the  need  to  challenge  the  legality  of
Reclamation’s  use  of  the  602(a) Storage algorithm that protects power
generation and recreation uses in the Upper  Division  States.  However,  Arizona
reserves  the  right  to  challenge  future  use  of  the  602(a)  Storage  algorithm
after  expiration  of  the  interim  period,  if  it  reappears.”

“...releases  of  8.23  MAF  are  insufficient  to  satisfy the 9 MAF mainstream water
allocations of the Lower Division States and Mexico,  plus  the  associated
evaporation  and  other  losses”

“First, the States agreed  that  Colorado  River  management  strategies  for
operation  of  the  reservoirs  should  be  designed  to  delay  the  onset  and
minimize  the  extent  and  duration  of  shortages   in   the   Lower   Basin.”

“Second,   they   agreed that the management strategies should maximize the
protection afforded to the Upper Division States by Lake Powell against calls upon
the Upper Division to curtail uses.”

“.. releases  from  Lake  Powell  between  7.0  MAF  and  9.0  MAF,  treating  the
two reservoirs more like one.”

“...would  send  more  than  8.23  MAF  to  Lake  Mead  during  low  reservoir
conditions  when  water levels approach critical shortage trigger levels in the
Lower Basin.”

In 1967-1968 Congressional hearings when CAP was authorized Interior Secretary Udall and
Reclamation Commissioner Dominy explicitly promised Aspinall:

● That the Upper Basin Was entitled to and would get its full 7.5 maf entitlement
● That the Colorado would be augmented to solve the massive overallocation
● If the river wasn’t augmented CAP would be shut off in shortages before the Upper Basin

was injured

Empty promises, lies, or they meant it but Interior dropped the ball as soon as they were no
longer at Interior.

Adverse Possession

What Arizona is doing is called “adverse possession”.  CAP squatted on the Upper Basin’s
unused entitlement, and now they aren’t going to give it back.  Instead they, along with SNWA,
are going to demand even more of the Upper Basin’s entitlement.

Arizona got exactly what they demanded. The reservoirs have now been drained, just as



Arizona demanded, we are in an inevitable crisis as a result, SNWA and CAP shortages were
mostly delayed until 2022 as they demanded, their shortages now are too little, too late. Their
crisis is being shifted on to the rest of us.  In my opinion one origin of today’s crisis was the
failure by the UCRC to invoke Section 603 in 2005.

This is described in detail in this Law Review paper where Arizona’s negotiators bragged about
the strategy they used against Reclamation and the Upper Colorado River Commission(UCRC)
in 2005-2006:

From a Colorado River Compact Challenge to the Next Era of Cooperation Among
Seven Basin States (2007)
https://arizonalawreview.org/schiffer-guenther/

Section 603 may need to be invoked soon if SNWA and CAP continue to demand even more
water, up to 1 million af a year,  be taken even more Upper Basin water to slake their
unquenchable thirst.

https://arizonalawreview.org/schiffer-guenther/


D. Edward Millard
ed.millard@gmail.com
Twitter: @edmillard

Southwestern Water Conservation District
Attn: Steve Wolff, Beth Van Vurst, Board of Directors
841 E. Second Ave.
Durango, CO 81301

Subject: Opposition to removal of Division 7 Exemption in Colorado “Use it or Lose it
Statute” and restart of the System Conservation Pilot Program this year

I am a property and water rights owner in SW Colorado. I write to oppose removal of the
Division 7 exemption in CRS § 37-92-305, Colorado’s “Use It or Lose It” statute this year. This
exemption is apparently being removed to fully enable Demand Management(DM) and related
conservation programs, like the restart of the System Conservation Pilot Program(SCPP),  in
SW Colorado.  I speak only for myself here, I am not a lawyer but have been researching
Colorado River issues since October, 2018.  I maintain one of the more extensive online
document archives on the Law of the River at:

https://www.varuna.io/LOTR/chron.html

The relevant statute, CRS § 37-92-305:

In determining the amount of historical consumptive use for a water right in division 1, 2,
3, 4, 5, or 6, the water judge shall not consider any decrease in use resulting from the
following:
…
II. The nonuse or decrease in use of the water from the water right by its owner for a
maximum of five years in any consecutive ten-year period as a result of participation in:

A. A water conservation program, including a pilot program, approved in
advance by a water conservation district, water district, water authority, or
water conservancy district for lands that are within the entity's
jurisdictional boundaries or by a state agency with explicit statutory
jurisdiction over water conservation or water rights;

B. A water conservation program, including a pilot program, established through
formal written action or ordinance by a water district, water authority, or
municipality or its municipal water supplier for lands that are within the entity's
jurisdictional boundaries;

C. An approved land fallowing program as provided by law in order to
conserve water or to provide water for compact compliance; or

D. A water banking program as provided by law.

mailto:ed.millard@gmail.com


I also have serious concerns about the rushed restart of the System Conservation Pilot Program
and ask you to discourage participation by SW Colorado water rights holders in that program at
least for this year, especially until the concerns below are properly addressed.  The UCRC and
CWCB have had 4 years and spent millions of dollars to deal with these problems, they didn’t
and are instead hastily restarting a deeply flawed program from 2015-2018.  In light of the
dramatically improved snowpack on the West Slope as of today, restarting this flawed program
seems to be exploiting a fading crisis and should be delayed until next year.

NRCS Snow Water Equivalent percent of median end of day Jan 12





Some of my concerns:

● Velocity -  The SCPP program restart was unveiled at CRWUA December 14, they
immediately issued RFP’s and will select participants March 1st.  The velocity of this
program seems designed to prevent discussion, scrutiny or stakeholder feedback on this
complex, politically charged, program.   It looks like crisis exploitation to stand up a
conservation program this complicated, this quickly, which certain entities want but many
don’t.
The Southwestern WCD announcement of the intent to remove the Division 7 exemption
was in early December and may be voted on this month, with intervening holidays, not
enough time for essential consultations, much less a thorough and proper discussion of
the complex issues in play here.  This same rush was attempted by proponents of this
change in 2020 to suppress opposition and debate.  That started an entirely
unnecessary conflict that grievously damaged SW in general, and me in particular.
Southwestern WCD should be informing all stakeholders of major changes like this,
bring it to SWBRT and foster spirited but civilized debate to reach the best consensus
and policy possible instead of suppressing these vital democratic mechanisms.

● Consultation - There are indications NGO’s were involved in the creation of  this
program while there doesn’t appear to have been any consultations by the UCRC and
CWCB with Southwestern WCD, the Colorado River District or major stakeholders on
how this program will work in practice. Your district has a statutory mandate to be
involved in programs like this, and involve your stakeholders, from conception.   This
program appears to be ripe for inequity and abuse in how much money is awarded and
water taken, from where.  This same epic failure occurred in 2018 with the Drought
Contingency plan, now it has become a pattern of abuse by the UCRC and CWCB.

● NEPA - Why is a program with potentially large environmental impacts being undertaken
with no NEPA process?  Probably because NGO’s want it, and not to obstruct it.

● Instream Flow Program Not Lake Powell Crisis Mitigation - This seems to be more of
an Instream Flow augmentation program for environmental benefits and to satisfy NGO’s
than a program to address the current crisis in Lake Powell.  If the crisis in Lake Powell
is being exploited to stand up a program primarily for its environmental benefits that is
inappropriate. I am most definitely opposed to spending money to dry up fields in my
community to send our water rights out of our service area for that purpose.

● Irrigation Company Article of Incorporation - My irrigation company has a clause in
their Articles of Incorporation that precludes selling water out of our service area except
under tight constraints specifically because of past pressures to participate in Instream
Flow Loan Programs.

● Shepherding - There seems to be no plan to shepherd the conserved water to Lake
Powell.  Without one, no one will know how much water, if any, makes it to Lake Powell
to mitigate the crisis there. Other water users may divert some or all of the water.
Colorado’s State Engineer currently has no authority to shepherd water past other
headgates though that may change soon.  If and when there is shepherding it is easier
near the stateline than from headwaters which disproportionately targets water rights
holders like me..



● Storage Pool - If the Demand Management storage pool in Lake Powell is not
authorized or enabled, at least not at this time, any water that reaches Lake Powell will
be released to Lower Basin entities like Central Arizona Project and Southern Nevada
Water Authority(SNWA) to reduce their looming shortages, I think this is contrary to the
Compact.  I ask you to ask the UCRC why exactly this pool is not enabled (i.e. is one or
more states opposing it, and if so which ones).

● The Southern Nevada Water Authority(SNWA) plan being used as the basis of
current negotiations is apparently demanding 1,000,000 af from the Upper Basin THIS
YEAR, maybe 500,000 af under DROA from CRSP reservoirs and 500,000 af under
SCPP and other programs(i.e. tribal).  They are apparently demanding an enormous
amount of water to negotiate down to just the huge amount of water they really want and
make the huge amount of water seem OK to the UCRC.  It is not. They should get what
they are entitled to under DROA and no more.

● The Lower Basin has been overusing their compact entitlement since the Central
Arizona Project(CAP) came on line.  By contrast the Upper Basin is foregoing around
3,000,000 million af of our entitlement to the benefit of the Lower Basin, SNWA and CAP
and to cover reservoir losses to deliver water to them. Yet they demand even more.
The refusal by Colorado’s Assistant AG to discuss the Upper Basin’s unused entitlement
at a roundtable meeting in October 2018 is one reason I embarked on this 4 year
research and education campaign.

● Proportionality - The CWCB Policy on Demand Management(below) requires
proportional contributions from the West Slope and Front Range.  That requirement
seems to have been discarded.  This policy and these sideboards seem to have been
abandoned because adhering to them is hard, so the UCRC is calling this a pilot
program and not a Demand Management program.  With $125 million for up to 700,000
af of water this is a Demand Management program, not a pilot.

● Article III(a) and VIII Concerns - I have serious concerns this program doesn’t comply
with Colorado River Compact Article III(a) and Article VIII which seem to require
“exclusive beneficial consumptive use” of water from Upper Basin water rights in the
Upper Basin. This is especially true if there is no DM Storage Pool so the water will just
be released to the Lower Basin. In this 2018 YouTube SNWA’s John Entsminger mocks
the UCRC and James Eklund for begging the Lower Basin to allow the Upper Basin to
Demand Manage ourselves and send our water to the Lower Basin, SNWA specifically:

Gravity Works
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rC16W3DT0Y4&list=PL8q1QDrFH67WLAJ7p
UZlzDeewYZssidPd&index=4&t=2631s

I think he is referring to the fact the UCRC is ignoring III(a).  I ask that a thorough, proper
and impartial legal review be conducted of this issue to explain and verify how it's
suddenly OK to ignore these articles which are the heart, soul and whole purpose of the
Compact, to keep the Lower Basin from buying or taking Upper Basin water.  How
is it suddenly OK for the Department of Interior, water master for the Lower Basin. to buy

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rC16W3DT0Y4&list=PL8q1QDrFH67WLAJ7pUZlzDeewYZssidPd&index=4&t=2631s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rC16W3DT0Y4&list=PL8q1QDrFH67WLAJ7pUZlzDeewYZssidPd&index=4&t=2631s


water from Upper Basin water rights for the benefit of CAP and SNWA,  junior users in
the Lower Basin who are facing painful shortages?

● Article IV(b) Concerns - Article IV(b) establishes Ag and Domestic use as the dominant
and priority uses for Compact water.  This program appears to be embarking on a path
to invert these priorities and make Ag subservient to hydropower to preserve Lake Mead
and Lake Powell.  Yes, it is desirable to defend these reservoirs but you can’t take water
from Ag water rights, under pressure, to do it:

● UCRC Canceled SCPP - The UCRC canceled the original SCPP program in 2018 due
to serious and legitimate concerns most of which have not been addressed 4 years later.
There is still no storage pool in Powell, there is still no shepherding, there are still
unresolved legal issues.  The relevant part of that 2018 motion is below.

● Antispeculation - When I oppose removing the Division 7 exemption, many reply it's not
that big a deal to most water users to have some injury to their rights.  Most don’t go to
water court with change cases.   My response is The Division 7 exemption is the one
statutory obstacle we have on the books to prevent hedge funds like Water Asset
Management, represented by former UCRC commissioner James Eklund, from buying
family owned farms in our service area with the intent of selling it to these conservation
programs, for profit.  The state of Colorado seems to suspect them of speculation and
profiteering with these activities and water rights, I’m not qualified to say.  WAM’s water
rights are the “asset” they are managing.  They don’t want that “asset” damaged by
participation in these programs with the Division 7 exemption in place in SW.
Participation in these programs is their primary goal at least in the short term.



This is a YouTube video from November where Eklund talks at length about the
importance of this “Use it or Lose it’ statute to them and that their water rights not be
damaged by DM participation:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_8z9P-bFHPY&t=3400s

In a 1996 The Atlantic interview with WAM’s CEO Disque Deane told this story:

“Deane told me he’d abandoned an effort to buy a distressed New Mexico
property in 2014 after hearing about a local gas-station attendant who—opposed
to the idea of investors buying up water—refused to fill the cars of workers who
were drilling wells on the property.”

I’ve been playing the role of this gas-station attendant by signaling Eklund, WAM and
others like them that they aren’t welcome here. One tool I’ve been using is the Division 7
exemption.  I knew of WAM’s activities in Grand Valley in February 2020 when this
change was first attempted but couldn’t raise it as a concern since it wasn’t public then
and I didn’t want to be accused of “conspiracy theories”.

I ask you to pick up the gauntlet I’ve dropped, be that gas-station attendant,  and
discourage WAM from moving into my community and SW as a whole, instead of
welcoming it.

Other parts of Colorado, the Colorado River District and Grand Valley Water Users
Association in particular, have encouraged and cheered on these conservation
programs, In doing so they seem to have invited WAM to buy large swaths of their land
and water, wiping out family owned farms, to their regret.

Keeping the Division 7 exemption is essential to make James Eklund, Water Asset
Management and their ilk feel unwelcome here. As everyone says it doesn’t actually
prevent temporary participation by ordinary water users in a DM program.  A question
can be raised as to why the abandonment statute was amended in 2020 to allow
permanent DM participation. That implies DM proponents are considering permanent
fallowing of some farms and ranches contrary to CWCB’s “temporary”  policy.

_________________________________ ________________________
D. Edward Millard

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_8z9P-bFHPY&t=3400s


V  0.6 Updated Jan 13, 2023
● Updated SNOTEL Map to Jan 12
● Hedge Funds May be Circumventing Article III(a)
● Changed Irrigation company bylaws to Articles of Incorporation



The Galloway Proposal and Colorado Water Law: The Limits of the Doctrine of Prior
Appropriation the Doctrine of Prior Appropriation, Landry (1985)
https://www.varuna.io/LOTR/1985/Galloway_1985.pdf
The Galloway Project and the Colorado River Compacts: Will the Compacts Bar
Transbasin Water Diversions, Gross (1985)
https://www.varuna.io/LOTR/1985/Galloway_1985.pdf
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2018 UCRC Motion Ending First System Conservation Pilot Program
http://www.ucrcommission.com/RepDoc/SCPPDocuments/DemandMgmtResolution0620
18.pdf

http://www.ucrcommission.com/RepDoc/SCPPDocuments/DemandMgmtResolution062018.pdf
http://www.ucrcommission.com/RepDoc/SCPPDocuments/DemandMgmtResolution062018.pdf




This is Memo 13 from CWCB staff for the September 2018 CWCB meeting where the
Demand Management policy (aka DM sideboards) were demanded by Colorado River
District(Andy Mueller) and Southwestern WCD(Bruce Whitehead).  Contrary to claims
made at the Feb 2020 SWCD board meeting, the Division 7 change to the “Use it or
Lose it” change case and abandonment statutes then was to insure no injury due to DM
program participation.  The abandonment statute was amended in 2020.
https://www.varuna.io/LOTR/2018/CWCB_DCP_Memo_13_2018.pdf

https://www.varuna.io/LOTR/2018/CWCB_DCP_Memo_13_2018.pdf

